
My way to explore quantum
physics Selected
 

Quantum mechanics can be said to be the foundation of
modern physics. There are many wonderful aspects of
quantum physics. For example, at the quantum level,
scientists find it difficult to distinguish between matter and
waves. We know that light is a "wave", but it acts like a
particle (photon) in experiments; on the contrary, some
subatomic particles that make up matter (such as electrons)
behave like waves in experiments. Therefore, matter seems
to have the dual properties of both particles and waves. This
kind of "wave-particle duality" is difficult to explain.

Although quantum theory has been established for more
than 100 years, its physical basis is still difficult to clarify
today. Richard Feynman, a very famous physicist in the 20th
century, once said: "Quantum phenomena are very
mysterious to everyone. Even experts in this field cannot
explain its principles in the way they want them to. However,
the 'unexplained' is actually reasonable. Because all human
direct experience and intuition only apply to large-scale
objects. We know the laws of motion of large-scale objects,
but microscopic objects do not move like that. Therefore, we
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can't rely on our direct experience to understand them."
Note 1)

As a physics student, I have always been curious about
quantum mechanics. At different stages of my study, I have
different understandings of quantum physics. Just like many
philosophical problems, a person will have different
experience as he grows. After years of exploration, I now
think Feynman's explanation is too pessimistic. Human
beings should still be able to understand the physical
movement of the microscopic world. My opinion today is that
many physicists can't explain quantum phenomena because
they mistakenly think that a subatomic particle is a "plas",
just like a miniature steel ball. In fact, in the microscopic
world, "particle" is just a quantized wave packet, and its
energy cannot be divided arbitrarily. Its generation and
annihilation must conform to the law of "0" or "1", just like
many digital signals nowadays. Only in macro-level
observation will these quantized wave packets behave like a
"particle". Note 2)

The following is my review of the exploration process of this
problem, which may be used as a reference for friends who
are interested in quantum physics.

Three teachers who have an impact on me

When I was in middle school, I began to be fascinated by



quantum physics. At that time, I used the summer vacation
to read some popular science books, including Introduction
to Relativity and Introduction to Quantum Mechanics. As a
middle school student, I think quantum mechanics is very
magical. But at that time, because there was not enough
physical and mathematical foundation, these quantum
phenomena could only be regarded as interesting stories;
pure curiosity, it was difficult to give some specific ideas.

I have more contact with quantum mechanics after I entered
the Department of Physics of Taiwan University. We began to
study modern physics in the third grade, which introduced
many experimental foundations needed to establish atomic
theory. In the fourth grade, there was a course in quantum
mechanics, which specializes in introducing the calculation
formulas and related theories of quantum mechanics. But
frankly speaking, I was completely confused at that time. At
that time, we were taught by an old German professor who
spoke English with a strong German accent. In class, they
write blackboards, while students copy blackboards. Except
for taking a lot of notes, I know almost nothing about
quantum mechanics.

I really began to understand some problems with quantum
mechanics when I later went to Rice University in the United
States. The first year of graduate school is to take a course
in quantum mechanics. At that time, there was a senior



professor in the Department of Physics of Rice University,
William V. Houston, he wrote a textbook called Principles of
Quantum Mechanics (Note 3). This is a classic textbook on
quantum mechanics, which explains many basic problems
clearly; and uses a large number of concise mathematics to
make it clear that mathematical models and experimental
evidence can be cleverly corroborated. Only then did I know
why quantum mechanics was used to explain the properties
of atoms. After taking this course, I can really say that I have
some preliminary introduction to quantum mechanics.

After another year of studying for advanced quantum
mechanics while studying for a doctorate, I began to
seriously think about some specific questions of quantum
physics, but I couldn't get answers at that time. These
problems have been bothering me since then. So I thought
about it when I was free and wanted to find a way to solve it.
In the process of solving this problem, I have been
encouraged by some teachers. Let me briefly introduce
some teachers who have influenced my study of quantum
physics.

William V. Houston)

In the history of the development of quantum mechanics,
there was a German physicist, A. Sommerfeld has made
great contributions, with several master figures, including W.
Heisenberg and Pauli came from his door. Professor



Houston, my teacher at Rice University, worked with
Sommerfeld when he was young. Houston did research at
the University of Munich for a while, and Sommerfeld was his
tutor. Later, Hauston went to the University of Leipzig to
work with Heisenberg. There, he also worked with Flex
Bloch, the first graduate student in Heisenberg.

Houston's research topic at the University of Munich is
about the motion of electrons in metals. At first, they
calculated electrons as a particle based on the theory at that
time, but the results were very satisfactory. Later, they
changed their minds and regarded electrons as a wave with
physical properties, and its motion in metal was equivalent to
that of a wave in crystals, so they obtained the results in line
with the experiment. At that time, Sommerfeld was very
happy and said excitedly, "We have finally found the physical
basis of the resistance" (Note 4). Hauston's work provides a
new idea to show that electrons behave like a physical wave
in metal.

Professor Hauston is also a famous figure in the field of
modern physics in the United States. After returning to the
United States from Germany, he worked at the California
Institute of Technology for a long time. He once served as
the president of the American Physical Society and was later
invited by Rice University to be president. When I was a
graduate student at Rice University, he retired from the



position of president and stayed in the Department of
Physics as a professor. I was reading the textbook used in
quantum mechanics, which was the book he wrote. As a
senior physicist, Hauston is very elegant. I remember that
when listening to academic reports, he often sat in the first
row. He asked a lot of questions, but he was very modest,
not arrogant as an old man, and very scholarly. This
impressed me quite much.

Harold E. Rorschach, Jr)

When I was at Rice University, I mainly did experimental
physics. My tutor is Professor Rosha. My research topic at
that time was to study the motion properties of helium 3
atoms in low-temperature super fluids using spin-echo NMR.
There is a tradition at Rice University that requires students
studying experimental physics to have a deep theoretical
understanding of how to explain experimental phenomena.
So I did two tasks at that time, one was to build a special MRI
instrument, and the other was to learn some scattering
theories in superliquid (also known as "quantum liquid") to
explain my experimental results.

In my doctoral thesis, helium 3 is regarded as a particle
interacting with "phonon" and "roton" in a superliquid. As
mentioned above, in the work of Hauston and Sommerfeld,
although electrons are a massive particle, their motion in
metals can be regarded as a wave. On the contrary, in my



cryogenic physical research, "phonons" and "stors" are
different oscillations of condensed matter; but in calculation,
these oscillators are regarded as particles one by one.

Therefore, in my doctoral thesis, I was deeply impressed:
some massive particles can behave like a "wave"; while
some completely independent oscillation waves that are
completely independent of particles can behave like a
"particle". This clearly shows that in quantum physics, the
concepts of "particle" and "wave" can be exchanged with
each other.

My tutor, Professor Rosha, is a good physicist. He not only
gave me guidance on experiments, but also did a lot of work
in theory. Before guiding my experiment, he had a close
relationship with Flex Bloch at Stanford University. Bloch is
the first graduate student in Heisenberg that I mentioned
earlier that he worked with Hauston in Leipzig. Bloch is one
of the pioneers in the development of nuclear magnetic
resonance. In fact, he won the Nobel Prize in Physics in 1952
for his work in MRI. Therefore, my work also involves Bloch's
theory. Professor Rosha received his doctorate from the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), and Hauston
hired him to Rice University. Later, he worked with Both
Hauston and Bloch's collaborator.

I am very lucky to have someone like Professor Rosha as my
mentor. He is a very enlightened person. As a graduate



student, when I discuss problems with him, I can express my
thoughts with confidence without worrying whether the
teacher approves or not. In fact, on several occasions, my
opinion is different from that of my tutor. I am reasonable
that Professor Luo Xia will never suppress me. This has
cultivated me to think bravely. Professor Rosha also gave me
a lot of freedom in terms of work progress; although I
received his scholarship, he did not force me to rush to
publish my thesis.

I later told Professor Rosha that I was very interested in
biophysics and he also supported it. He himself does not do
biophysics, so I worked with a young professor at Baylor
Medical School near Rice University to study the structure of
water molecules in cells with MRI. Professor Luo Xia was so
generous that he asked me to modify the spin echo nuclear
magnetic resonance instrument previously used to study
liquid helium to study water molecules in cells. We found that
the activity of water molecules in cells is very different from
that of ordinary water, which provides a physical basis for
the development of MRI technology (MRI) for humans. This
work was published in Nature magazine in 1972 (note 5).

John Wheeler

When I was a graduate student, I was very curious about
why matter had wave-particle duality. After years of
exploration, I got an answer: whether it is mass particles or



massless particles (such as photons), they are actually an
excitation wave of vacuum media. This is not a mainstream
view. When I was an assistant professor, I also worked with
Professor Rosha. He is quite supportive of my non-
mainstream idea. I wrote my idea in an article and submitted
it to the Physical Review. The reviewers first put forward
some specific criticisms. I have fully answered these
opinions. However, the editor of the magazine told me that
he consulted a senior editorial board member and decided to
refuse to publish it, but did not want to give a specific
reason. As a young physicist, I needed some encouragement
at that time. At that time, in addition to Professor Rosha's
support, another scholar also gave me much-needed
encouragement, Professor John Wheeler.

Professor Wheeler is an influential scholar in quantum
physics. He studied under Niels Bohr at the University of
Copenhagen. Later, he worked at Princeton University for a
long time and applied quantum theory to cosmology. He not
only did he work well, but also trained many famous students
(including Richard Feynman). In his later years, he worked at
the University of Texas at Austin. Once, Rice University
invited Professor Wheeler for a week's visit. At that time, I
was an assistant professor in the Department of Physics at
Rice University. During that week, I had more contact with
Professor Wheeler, especially to discuss what the properties
of particles are in quantum theory. I communicated with him



with my idea that electrons and photons are both excitation
waves of vacuum media. I think these particles can be
derived from Maxwell's wave equation, and their different
solutions represent different particles. Professor Wheeler
doesn't think it's deviant at all about my unorthodox ideas,
and he encourages me to continue thinking about it. When
he returned to the University of Texas, I kept in touch with
him. I sent him the article I wrote, and he gave me a rather
encouraging response. Professor Wheeler has a high status
in the physics world. As a young physicist, it is a great
incentive for me to get a famous scientist to support some of
my unorthodox ideas.

Copenhagen School

In quantum mechanics, there is a very important school
called the Copenhagen School. Many scientists who have
made pioneering contributions to quantum theory belong to
this school. The three teachers mentioned above also have
many connections with the Copenhagen School.

As mentioned above, Houston was previously employed by
Sommerfeld (A. Sommerfeld (who) directed him later in
Leipzig and Heisenberg (W. Heisenberg) Work together.
Heisenberg has a close relationship with Niels Bohr.
Heisenberg spent a long time working in Copenhagen at the
Niels Bohr Institute. Sommerfeld's work is also very close to
Bohr, who expanded the quantum condition in Bohr's original



atomic theory to Bohr-Sommerfeld relation. While in Leipzig,
Houston cooperated with Flex Bloch, Heisenberg's first
graduate student. Later, when Houston arrived at Rice
University, he hired Professor Rosha. Later, Professor Rosha
went to Stanford University to work with Bloch. Therefore,
Professors Hauston and Rosha have a lot of ties with the
Copenhagen School. As for the other teacher I encouraged
above, Professor Wheeler, who studied at the University of
Copenhagen when he was young, and Bohr was his tutor.
The relationship is shown in the figure below).

 



As far as teachers are concerned, I have some indirect ties
with the Copenhagen School. However, my current
understanding of wave-particle duality is very different from
that of the Copenhagen School. In traditional quantum
theory, people's interpretation of wave functions in quantum
equations is called Copenhagen Interpretation. This
mainstream explanation is mainly proposed by Bohr and
Heisenberg. They assume that a particle is a particle, and
the quantum wave function only describes the probability
that the particle appears in a certain spatiotemporal position.
This is what almost all textbooks of quantum physics say
now.

However, not all physicists agree with the Copenhagen
School's interpretation of wave functions. For example,
Einstein was very dissatisfied with this explanation. He raised
many questions at two Solvay conferences in 1927 and
1930. One of Einstein's famous saying is "God doesn't roll
the dice", which expresses his dissatisfaction with
interpreting the wave function as probability. Some other
quantum physicists, including Schrödinger and De Broger,
also have doubts about the interpretation of the
Copenhagen School. Therefore, in the first half of the 20th
century, the significance of wave functions in the physics
community was controversial. The explanation of the
Copenhagen School can only be said to be a mainstream
explanation, not the consensus of all the founders of



quantum mechanics. However, with the popularity of
textbooks on quantum mechanics, Copenhagen's
interpretation of quantum wave functions has gradually
become a standard answer. Almost all physicists today
adopt this explanation.

The mystery of wave particle duality: What is a matter
wave? What is a particle?

When I was studying quantum mechanics, although most
teachers lectured according to the interpretation of the
Copenhagen School, I have never fully accepted the
interpretation of the quantum wave function. If electrons are
regarded as a particle, it is difficult to explain why electrons,
like photons, show the properties of a wave in physical
experiments. In fact, people still don't know exactly what a
particle is. Is it a particle or a wave bag? In Schrödinger's era,
many physicists called mass particles "matter waves", and
they believed that matter was also a wave like light. It is
based on this concept that Schrödinger established his
quantum wave equation. According to this idea, particles are
not a particle.

Therefore, how to interpret the wave function in quantum
mechanics depends on how people view the physical
properties of a particle. If the electron is regarded as a
particle, the wave function can naturally be interpreted as
the probability of the appearance of the particle. If the



electron is regarded as a wave packet of a matter wave, then
the wave function may represent the amplitude of the wave
packet. Therefore, to determine whether the interpretation of
the Copenhagen School is correct, we must first understand
what the physical properties of a particle are: do matter
waves represent a probability or a wave with physical
properties? If it is the latter, what is the medium that
propagates this wave? Obviously, this medium should exist
in a vacuum. This involves a bigger question, that is, what is
the physical property of vacuum?

Scientists in the 19th century believed that the vacuum was
full of a medium called "ether". However, after the
Michelson-Morley experiment in the late 19th century, most
scientists changed their mind that the ether did not exist.
Since vacuum is empty, it is difficult to treat matter waves as
a physical wave, but only as the probability of particles
appear (that is, Copenhagen interpretation). But later, the
physics community began to establish quantum field theory,
which was believed to be the excited state of a field. So what
is this "field"? What does this "field" have to do with the
vacuum? Is the "field" more basic or "particle" more basic?
These problems have not been solved yet.

Many physical experiments, including electron scattering
experiments, show that electrons (and other particles with
stationary mass) do have the physical properties of waves,



no different from photons. In addition, we still don't know the
source of particles. If one particle is a particle, why does one
particle degenerate into another? Why does a particle come
from vacuum or annihilate? If a particle is regarded as a
particle, these phenomena are difficult to explain. But if a
particle is regarded as an excited wave of vacuum, the above
problems can be easily explained.

The principle of whole or zero

Therefore, my current research interest is back to my
postgraduate study. At that time, I was very curious about
why matter had wave-particle duality. After exploring for
most of my life, I finally had an answer today. What I now
understand is that vacuum is not empty, but a wave medium;
there can be many different excited states in this medium.
These different excitation waves are manifested as different
particles. The so-called "quantum" is actually not amazing. It
is just an indivisible energy package. In the quantum world, a
"particle" does not need to be a real "particle", but just a
quantized "wave packet"; the generation and annihilation of
this wave packet must conform to a "integer or zero"
principle, just like some digital systems today. Note 2)

Unsolved mystery of quantum physics

Today, there are still many basic questions in quantum
physics that remain unanswered. Over the past 100 years,



the application of quantum physics has made amazing
achievements. Today, the most cutting-edge scientific and
technological development of mankind, including
computers, the Internet, communication equipment, space
exploration, medical instruments, etc., is inseparable from
the application of quantum physics. However, scientists are
still not very clear about some basic principles of quantum
physics. What's worse, many physicists have given up
understanding the foundation of quantum physics. They
believe that quantum physics is so magical that its principle
has surpassed human intelligence; we can only apply it, but
we can't really understand it. I don't agree with this idea.

After most of my life's exploration, I think the current
dilemma is because many physicists do not clearly
distinguish between classical mechanics and quantum
mechanics. In classical mechanics, vacuum is considered to
be an empty space; matter is composed of particles. These
particles are mass point objects (plas). But in the world of
quantum mechanics, vacuum is not an empty space, but a
medium with physical properties. Different particles are just
different excitation waves in vacuum. A physicist certainly
can't succeed if he wants to explain quantum mechanics
with the concept of classical mechanics.

If we use the perspective of vacuum excited waves to explain
quantum phenomena, we will have a new understanding of



the material world; we can answer some key questions from
a transcendental perspective, such as what is the universe? I
think the universe is a wave world. All the matter we see is
actually composed of different excitation waves. In the early
days of quantum mechanics, some physicists had
recognized that electrons were a wave of matter. For
example, when Bohr and Sommerfeld proposed that the
electron orbital in an atom must meet a special quantum
condition, they indirectly inferred that electrons are a
physical wave in the atom. Later, when studying the motion
of electrons in metal, Sommerfeld and Hauston clearly
realized that electrons were a physical wave interspersed in
crystals.

After a hundred years of development, today's quantum
mechanics theory is of course much more complicated than
Sommerfeld's era, but in terms of basic concepts, I'm afraid
today's physicists have not surpassed Sommerfeld and
Bohr's ideas. In fact, there are still many basic problems in
quantum physics today that need to be solved by future
physicists to work hard. These basic questions include:

Where do particles come from? Why can particles be
found in a vacuum?

 What is the physical property of vacuum?

If we think that particles are an excited state of vacuum,



can we derive some known quantum mechanical
equations from the motion properties of vacuum
(including Klein-Gordon Equation, Dirac Equation and
Schrödinge? r Equation)? 

The concept of quantum only means that there is a
smallest unit of mass and energy in the universe, which
conforms to a "integer or zero principle". What is the
physical basis of this principle?

For more than a decade, I have been exploring the above
problems. Some preliminary results have also been obtained.
Interested readers can refer to my recent paper (notes 6, 7).
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